
evasion
[ıʹveıʒ(ə)n]n

1. 1) уклонение (от исполнения долга и т. п. )
tax evasion - уклонение от уплаты налогов

2) обход (закона и т. п. )
3) воен. выход из-под удара; уклонение от встречи с противником
2. увёртка, уловка; отговорка; вымышленный предлог; уклончивый ответ

evasions and delays - отговорки и оттяжки
without evasion - без всяких отговорок
to resort to /to use/ evasions - прибегать к увёрткам /уловкам/
he took shelter in evasions - он отделывался уклончивыми ответами

3. редк. бегство, побег
4. спорт. отклонение; уклонение

Apresyan (En-Ru)

evasion
eva·sion [evasion evasions] BrE [ɪˈveɪʒn] NAmE [ɪˈveɪʒn] noun countable,
uncountable
1. the act of avoidingsb or of avoidingsth that you are supposed to do

• His behaviourwas an evasion of his responsibilities as a father.
• She's been charged with tax evasion .

2. a statement that sb makes that avoids dealing with sth or talking about sth honestly and directly
• His speech was full of evasions and half-truths.

see also ↑evade

Word Origin:
late Middle English (in the sense ‘prevaricatingexcuse’): via Old French from Latin evasio(n-), from evaderefrom e- (variant of ex-)
‘out of’ + vadere ‘go’.

Example Bank:
• a deliberate evasion of her responsibilities
• His behaviourwas an evasion of his responsibilities.
• She's been charged with tax evasion.

Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary 8th Ed.

evasion
e va sion /ɪˈveɪʒən/ BrE AmE noun

[Date: 1400-1500; Language: French; Origin: évasion, from Latin evasio, from evadere; ⇨↑evade]

1. [uncountable] when you deliberately avoid doing something that you should do, or paying an amount of money that you should pay

⇨ evade :
He is in prison for tax evasion.

evasion of
She accused him of evasion of his responsibilities.

2. [uncountable and countable] when you deliberately avoid talking about something or answering a question ⇨ evade :
I’m tired of his lies and evasions.
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